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      Customer

       Testimonials:

      

        The Virtual Tours Are Awesome, Updates and Internet Posting is a Breeze.

        

        We initially signed up for ListingsMagic because of the ease of uploading our photos and text all at once, building tours in minutes and then forwarding them to multiple websites. 

        

      We have continued to stay with it because of all of the upgrades and additions; Full screen tours, listing flyer tool suite, single property websites, they. are quick and easy to build an use.

     Sheila Weaver,

       RE/MAX Alliance, Golden, CO

     

     

       I Use These Listings Tours For Every Listing I Land.

       

       Because of the high cost of virtual Tours I used to have to pick and choose which of my listings would get one.

       

       Now every listing I land gets the full Internet marketing treatment. 

       

       The tours look great and I can have property flyers ready in minutes - pleasing even my most demanding clients.

     Chris and Erin Ratay, RE/MAX Alliance, Boulder, CO

       

       

       The Flyer Studio is Great!

     It is a real time saver to go to the flyer studio and find  all of my listing photos,property information, professional logo, and feature descriptions, just wating for me to work with. 

     The virtual tour is awesome too, especially with music.

     Cyndi Early - Coldwell Banker

       Conifer, CO 

     Why Spend Big Dollars on a Single Property Website?

     I can't believe I can get a Single Property Website (usually $80) the minute I build a tour! I regularly purchase the street Address URL through you and really Wow my most important customers. Great, just Great!

     Lenny Frolov

Herman Realty Inc 

Minneapolis, MN

     It Works!

     My assistant loves the fact that she can grab the photos, post the property AND create a flyer for me in a mere minutes. What a time saver and client pleaser!

     Marvin Newton - Coldwell Banker

       Englewood CO

     I had no idea how good it was.

     I just wanted to tell you how happy I am with Listings Magic. While I had no idea what you were talking about at first, I get it now!!!

     I think it is excellent. You did a great job with the software.  

     Pam Kiker - The Kiker Team - Keller Williams
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Completely Internet based, our Listing System allows you to streamline the work flow that goes into marketing a property. Our Marketing System offers an automated listing system that you can use from 
        anywhere you 
        have Internet access. No special software or applications to download and learn. Once you register we will store your professional information, all of your individual listing photos and descriptions 
      and then automate their application in creating this broad array of property marketing tools.
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	Free Test Drive of ListingsMagic Tour	[image: ]



We guarantee*  that our Virtual Tours will redirect buyers off of Real Estate search sites to your  website.

        * Based on our Tour Closing Redirect technology that introduces buyers to your local expertise when they close the virtual tour.  Best results come when these potential buyer leads are redirected to a local IDX search capability. Tours average at least 50 Unique visitors when the Virtual Tour is posted in a Major Metro Area, to ALL Property hosting sites ListingsMagic.com offers posting services to - INCLUDING Realtor.com.

      

           	A Comprehensive Way to Automate

            All Your Property Marketing  Tasks
                

                •Integrated•Affordable•Fast•Effective•

            What used to take hours can now be accomplished in minutes.

          


      
      

    
 
     
 
    
 
        
 
    
  
  
